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Online business world has got so many changes and advancements. And two distinct ideas are web
design and web development that plays a significant role in the successful run of businesses.

With reference to web design vs web development; we will come to know about them separately to
understand their effective role and importance in media and advertisements.

Web design Vancouver

We design is the base of online business. It is all about what visitors see on the website. The
designing of website is meant to let the visitorsâ€™ look and feel good about the website. Considering
major elements of designing, color scheme, graphics and navigation elements are three most
important components of designing.

As a designing expert, color management is the most integral part of workflow. Color scheme of
website helps in shaping identity of website and thus are carefully chosen by the designers. A
number of tools are there that are used by experts to use the best one. Color scheme designer,
Pictaculous, color spire, daily color scheme, instant color schemes and much more are there.

Visual presentation is something that attracts the visitors first. Being another useful component of
designing, experts make use of diagrams, symbols, numbers, geometric designs, engineering
drawings and other images which are user-friendly and subject-focused. 

In contrast with web design vs web development, navigation elements of designing is meant to
implement clear navigation by considering several useful aspects like  top menus, right side
navigation, left side navigation, bottom menu, login box, breadcrumbs, site map, shopping carts,
order buttons and much more.

Web development Vancouver

Web development Vancouver involves the functionality of website including interactive features that
web offers to visitors and infrastructure required to provide them. Using different programming
languages that work in a web browser or on a web server to create useful functions is the basic
requirement in development. 

Swapping of images with the application of JavaScript and other backend applications like content
management, form processing and other administration programs to maintain useful aspects of data
is something that are performed by developers to enhance functionality and usability of site. Site
loading speed, user-friendliness of navigation options, working of applications are some other tasks
which developers perform and check for the usability of websites.

It would not be wrong to say that in spite of so many differences, both the disciplines are important
and play a vital role in defining oneâ€™s business in online world. Adding to it, in terms of Web design
vs web development, both works together to ensure the website delivers everything that site owner
requested.
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